
Rehearsal Report 
Production: Suburbia 

 
Date: 1/30/08                               Location: KLT 
Rehearsal #: 16     Stage Manager: Sarah Gumlak/Will Pickeral 
 
Rehearsal Start:                           2:05 

Rehearsal Break:                         5:05 

Rehearsal Start:                           7:05 

Rehearsal Break:                         9:0 

Total Rehearsal Time:                 00:00 

Lights: 
-Scaf has been spiked, and the cyc light closest to the 
stage left elevator door was moved to accommodate it; 
refocus please (sorry!) 

Properties: 
-We have guitar/case/strap/strings, and Yoni will 
restring it 
-2 swiss roll packets replaced by those who consumed 
them 
-2 fortune cookies were consumed by Bee-bee in 3.7 
(one in each run of it) 
 

Rehearsal Notes: 
Jeff:  Keep the energy going; each idea stimulates a 
new idea. Get more physical…anyone who’s 
interested, Jeff is now possibly doing a flip or walking 
on his hands on stage.  
-Buff throws up into the newspaper box, not trash can. 
Make spit noise/coughing when you puke. Shout at 
“that’s because I am” 
-Will do the ‘fuck ‘em’ scene when Bee-bee returns 
-Brian…gutsy as that was, I’m not sure if we’re 
legally allowed to have nudity on stage. 
-Make sure to return your props to where they belong 
-Remember new blocking for pre-Pony/Jeff 
-“Chill” on curb with joint, and calm the ADD a bit 
-Pony and Jeff: confrontation-no movement, stand 
-Jeff crosses on ‘tofu’ 
-Buff: sing Fly Like and Eagle (you’re insane and 
brilliant) 
-Remember viewpoints, use them as inspiration 
 
 

Set: 
-Yay, parking lot is started 
-Need stack of pallets next to dumpster (like what is 
onstage now) that looks haphazard but is structurally 
reinforced so it does not wobble like the current ones 
do. 

Costumes: 
      

Sound: 
-Matt and Yoni meeting at 9. 
-Peter: David would like a CD of the music we have 
thusfar, if at all possible 

Schedule: 
Tomorrow is a full run with food and all props, 2-5 
(before the prod meeting that you should all come to!) 

Misc.: 
-Actors, please don’t mess with stuff backstage that 
isn’t yours, unless you feel like cleaning paintbrushes 
(and even then, please ask me first) 

 


